About/Support
Welcome to Rambling Ever On.
Our hope is that you will find our content interesting,
challenging, funny, and above all, worth your time. There are
endless websites you can visit, so we thank you for choosing
to spend some time on ours.
What can you expect when you visit Rambling Ever On? I’m glad
you asked. First, you can expect honesty. Everyone who
contributes to this site is doing so from a place of
transparency. There will be no self-aggrandizement. Second,
the content will be wide-ranging. You are as likely to find an
article on the 1985 Chicago Bears, as you are a piece about
First Century Palestine. As likely to find a poem about the
weather as you are to find a review of the latest blockbuster
film. As likely to find an original painting as you are to
find an in-depth study of the Gospel of Mark. That’s just the
way we roll. Finally, everyone that writes for Rambling Ever
On is a Christian. You need to know that upfront. What that
means is that everything we write is informed by our spiritual
convictions.
In an effort to expand what we do, we have decided to enter
the scary world of “asking for money.” If you enjoy what we do
and want to see it continue and get even better, then perhaps
you would be willing to throw a little cash our way. If all of
that is true, you can visit our Patreon page to set up a
monthly pledge. There are some rewards involved for the higher
tiers of giving. Give or don’t give. It’s all good to us.
(Though to be honest, giving would be super awesome.) We
appreciate your loyalty regardless what you decide to do.
Click the image below to go to the Patreon page.

Respectfully,
The Rambling Ever On staff

